Pier & Floats

Dinghy float array & ramp

pre-season
check mooring chain shackles
check hardware linking floats

approaching storm
it is the responsibility of the members who have tie-up or haulout spaces to remove their boat

dinghies not removed are unlikely to cause significant collateral damage

any boat larger than a dinghy should be moved to a mooring

remove life ring

post-storm damage control
check mooring chain shackles
check hardware linking floats

tend to member dinghies

JSP float array & ramp

pre-season
check mooring chain shackles
check hardware linking floats

approaching storm
coordinate with team(s) handling club sailboats
and powerboats the remove all boats

it is the responsibility of the members who have tie-up or haulout spaces to remove their boat

member boats

dinghies not removed are unlikely to cause significant collateral damage

any boat larger than a dinghy should be moved to a mooring

remove Opti rack put it in the Junior clubhouse

remove Opti equipment locker put it in the Junior clubhouse

post-storm damage control
check mooring chain shackles
check hardware linking floats

tend to member dinghies

Pier

empty storage space under bench

remove BYC sign

shut off water
shut off electricity
cross-tie rails in multiple locations

420 float array

Main float array & ramp
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